Executive deficit in spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 is related to expanded CAG repeats: evidence from antisaccadic eye movements.
Although antisaccadic task is a sensitive research tool in psychopathology, it has not been systematically studied in patients with spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2). To identify putative biomarkers of executive dysfunction in SCA2 we assessed the antisaccade performance in 41 SCA2 patients and their sex-and-age matched controls using an electronystagmography device. We studied the relationship between findings in the antisaccade task and CAG repeat length and motor function as assessed using the Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA), Nine-Hole Pegboard Test and a validated battery for executive dysfunctions. SCA2 patients showed a significant increase of inhibition and omission antisaccadic error rates, decrease of corrected antisaccadic errors and prolongation of antisaccadic latency and antisaccadic correction latency. Multiple regression predictions identified the expanded CAG repeat as a significant contributing factor on inhibition antisaccadic error rate and percentage of corrected antisaccadic errors. Impaired antisaccadic performance was associated to higher Stroop interference task and verbal fluency test deficits. In conclusion, antisaccadic eye movement abnormalities are a newly recognized association with the genetic abnormality in SCA2 and correlate with executive dysfunction in SCA2. Antisaccade parameters are a promising source of cognitive biomarkers for exploring the disease pathophysiology, and assessing the efficacy of therapeutic options.